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Introducing Advanced Reviews for Magento 2

Magento 2 Advanced Reviews allows embracing your customers' opinions, as well as 
sharing your own ones about the products and services on offer. Opinoins come as reviews,
summaries, comments, ratings, recommendations and fags of abuse. Furthermore, 
alongside some useful integration options the extension provides a powerful set of 
configurations to guide, stimulate, notify and control customers in putting their opinions 
into writing.  

Compatibility: Magento Open Source 2.2.X — 2.3.X, Magento Commerce 2.2.X — 2.3.X

Getting Around

Business Advantages

The Advanced Reviews is a must-have Magento extension for any Magento store. Both, the 
tone of the reviews and their numbers infuence purchasing decisions and entice customers
to your store. The Advanced Reviews extension not only allows your shoppers to submit 
reviews conveniently and swiftly being able to evaluate different aspects of their 
experience with the product, but also engage shoppers and merchants in communication 
over the product or service, and thereby build trust.

What Makes It Different

● Email review submission forms allow customers to provide their reviews right on 
the spot;

● Review comments enable Magento admins to answer questions and assert own 
vision;

● Review summary and Featured Reviews blocks make customers grasp the general
tone of all the reviews instantly;

● Helpfulness ratings and Verified Buyer badges add even more credibility to 
reviews and build trust among shoppers;

● Unsubscribe options allow customers be in control of their participation in 
reviewing.
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Advanced Reviews Frontend Use

The extension, in fact, starts working right after the installation. You just need to configure
it in accordance with your preferences. When the configuration stage is passed, you can 
start collecting reviews immediately.

The extension provides two ways to submit reviews - in the store and by emails.

Web-page Review Submission Forms

The most obvious place to leave a review is a product page. The extension replaces native 
Magento review forms with its own improved user interface and frontend functionality. 
Traditionally, reviews can be submitted by both registered users and guests. If a product 
doesn't have any reviews yet, the reviews tab contains only the review submission form and
a corresponding notification that your review is going to be the first one for this product. 
Otherwise, the tab indicates the number of available reviews in square brackets.
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The form contains four compulsory (marked with an asterix) and, depending on the 
configuration, five optional fields:u

● Nickname - the name of the author;

● Email - the email address of the author;

● Your rating - allows customers to evaluate their experience related to the product 
on a star-scale from 1 to 5 depending on their contentment;

● Advantages - promts to indicate the pros of the product;

● Disadvantages - prompts to indicate the cons of the product;

● Comment - the review itself;

● Review Summary - the main thought of the review in brief (will appear as a 
headline to your review);

● Do you recommend this product? - the box contains three options:u Not specified, 
No, Yes.

● Image upload field - a drag-and-drop form for sharing images.

To finalizee your review click the 'Submit Review' button below the form.

In case the product has been reviewed already by other customers the Reviews tab on the 
product page will also contain an outline of customer reviews — the Customer Review 
block.

The Customer Review block contains cumulative information about all the reviews on the 
product, including an overall rating, number of reviews, number of customers who 
recommend this product, and the general rating split by stars. Right there customers are 
able to add their reviews using the Write a Review button. Next comes the list of all 
individual reviews. At the end of the list the Write a Review button is provided once again
so visitors do not have to scroll the page up to find its first appearance.
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 Guest-reviews are auto-attached to an existing account if email addresses match.

 The non-mandatory Summary field is displayed once the customer starts typing his her 
 review into the Comment field. It is auto-filled with the first 5 words of the review followed 
 by "...". The author may alter this text to the desired one. Deleting all text from the field is 
 also possible. Alterations will not be affected should the customer wish to turn back to the 
 Comment again.  
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Review Block

The review section displays the list of reviews of a particular product. The list can contain 
the Featured Reviews block.

The Featured Reviews block will always stay on top when a page is loaded by default. 
There are a few specifics you may find useful to know about this block:u

● The reviews which fall into the Featured category do not participate in sorting or 
filtering, they stay on top of all product reviews;

● If there are several reviews in this block, they come pre-sorted by the helpfulness 
parameter, with fallback to date (newest first);

● The block doesn't allow voting or abuse report on the reviews. Comments are not 
displayed;

● Images:u Clicking previous/next, a user can only see the images of the chosen review.
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All other reviews, which follow the Featured Reviews block (if any), allow for broader 
interaction. Customers can:u

● Comment on reviews — click Add Comment to share your opinion on the review. A
comment block will slide down, where you will have to provide your Nickname and 
the comment, of course;

 

● Vote helpfullness - click the Finger Up icon or Finger Down (your voice will be 
automatically added to the number next to the icon);

 

● Report abuse - click the Flag icon. A pop-up window will appear, asking you to 
confirm your choice.

 

● Sort the reviews — click Rating, Helpfulness or Newest. The arrow next to the 
parameter will indicate the direction of sorting;
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● Filter the reviews - choose a parameter(s) (With Pictures and or Verified Buyers) 
and or select the type of reviews you would like to see with accord to the chosen 
parameter.

Product Reviews in Customer Accounts

Reviews can be submitted both by guests and registered customers. The customers who 
submit reviews as registered users are able to track the status of their reviews in the 
customer account.

To see the My Recent Reviews grid, reach to My Account and scroll down the page to the 
correpondent block. The grid has the following columns:u

● Created - date of the review creation;

● Product Name - product reviewed;

● Status - one of the possible review statuses (Pending, Approved, Not approved);

● Rating - star rating of the review;

● Summary - review summary.

The View All link allows customers to see all the reviews. Clicking the link will redirect 
users to the My Product Reviews section, which is also available from the sidebar menu.

 

The My Product Review section contains a list of all reviews submitted by the customer, 
as well as the Unsubscription block. 
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Unsubscribing from Review Status Notifications

The unsubscription block is available on the My Product Review page. You may reach to it 
from the sidebar menu in Customer Account, or via the My Account page.

On the My Account page find the Review notifications block:u

 

If the inscription goes "You will receive notifcations" it means you have active subscriptions 
for notifications on review status change. If the inscription goes "You will not receive 

notifcations", it means you have no active subscriptions for notifications.

Clicking the Edit button will redirect you to the My Products Reviews page:u

 

The list of the preconfigured notifications is as follows:u

● Remind me to write a review after purchase;
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● Notify me when a review was approved;

● Notify me about a new comment on my review.

If merchants add new types of notifications, they will also be added to the list above.

Click the checkboxes next to the notificatios to enable or disable the desired ones. Next 
click Save to save your changes.

Email Review Submission Form

The opportunity to send reviews right from emails facilitates the whole process 
significantly and allows you to attract many more reviews. The form obtains absolutely the 
same functions as the on-site submission form and enables customers to choose products 
to be reviewed and rate them. The forms will ask to provide nicknames, review texts, 
review summaries, and recommend the product to other visitors. All the reviews submitted 
by email are automatically marked as the ones received from Verified Buyers.
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 When a customer tries to use the ‘unsubscribe’ link in the email, which was received more 
 than 30 days ago, he she will receive an error message. 

 For old emails it’s impossible to fetch settings of notifications due to periodic fushing of 
 the list of sent emails.
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All Review Page

The All Review page contains all the reviews kept in a store.
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 We implement the following logic for review reminders:u

 In case of several products purchased, the extension displays the most expensive ones first;

 If there are products which have same price, first comes the product which has the least 
 number of reviews. If the quantity of reviews is equal, newest products are displayed first;

 Customers are able to submit a review on a particular product only once per reminder email.
 If the order contains several products, it is possible to submit one review for each product 
 listed in the reminder;

 If customers purchase same products again, they will receive new review reminders and 
 will be able to submit new reviews on these products, even though they had posted reviews 
 on these products earlier.

 You can include the email review form into other emails by inserting the following line in 
 the required email template(s):u

{{layout handle="aw_advanced_reviews_email_request_form" order=$order store=
$store area="frontend"}}

Generally, this method should work with any extension, which sends follow up emails based
on the events related to order status. The only requirement for the Advanced Reviews 
extension is to be able to retrieve order ID's to reach to the data needed to render the form.
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Review Widget

Creating a widget via the native functionality allows adding a review widget to any page in 
a store.
Go to Content > Widgets. The widget is available for setting up when you select the 
"Review Widget by Aheadworks" type in the relevant dropdown.

 

Advanced Reviews on the Backend

Review Configuration

General Settings
To configure general settings of the extension please proceed to Stores > Configuration > 
Aheadworks Extensions > Advanced Reviews. The Configuration page consists of three 
sections:u General, File Attachments and Email Notification Settings. The General 
Settings section contains the folowing parameters for configuration:u

● Guests must specify their email to submit review — Yes No. Guest-reviews are 
auto-attached to an existing account if email addresses match;
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● Enable Terms and Conditions - Enable Pros & Cons - Yes No to enable or disable
Terms and Conditions;

● Admin Comments Caption - add alter caption to Admin's comments;

● Auto Approve Reviews - enable or disable automatic approval of reviews;

● Auto Approve Comments - enable or disable automatic approval of comments to 
reviews;

● Enable Captcha - enable or disable captcha;

● Request Path to Page With All Reviews - provide a name for the All Reviews 
page;

● Meta Description for All Reviews Page - provide a SEO-friendly description for 
the All Reviews page.
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While working with the 'Route To Page With All Reviews' make sure to specify the accurate 
link address. The route implies using the same rules as for a URL Rewrite:u'#' is 
prohibitedthere can be no more than a single ' ' symbol in the link. The saved settings are 
applied to all the existing store views and can be found in Marketing > SEO & Search > 
URL Rewrites. It is not recommended to perform any edits to the text.

Rewrites are updated automatically when you change values in the configuration.

The admin can create a rewrite for the "All Reviews" page by indicating the Request Path 
('Target Path' must be 'aw_advanced_reviews/review_page/index' in the case) 
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File Attachments
Scroll down the page to reach to the File Attachments block. This is where you will be able 
to set some parameters for the files which users may add in support of their reviews.

● Allow Customer to Attach Files - enable or disable customers to add files to their 
reviews;

● Max Upload Files Size in Mb - indicate the file sizee users may not exceed of;

● Allow File Extensions - text names for the files available for uploading.

 

Email Notification Settings
The Email Notification Settings section allows you to configure some general settings of 
the email review reminders and service notifications used by the extension. Mainly, the 
following:u

● Sender - set a sender for outgoing emails;

● Enable Review Reminder Notifications - enable or disable review reminder 
notifications by email;
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● Send Review Reminder Notifucations After Days - indicate the number of days 
for a notification to be sent on the expiry of, should no product review appear from a
customer earlier;

● Email Template for Customer Review Reminder - opt for a template for the 
review remineder;

● Email Address for Admin Notifications - indicate an email address to receive 
admin notifications, including the ones about newly submitted reviews;

● Email Template for Admin Notifications - opt for an email template to be used 
for admin notifications;

● Email Address to Send Abuse Reports - specify an email address where an abuse 
report will be sent to.

● Email Template for Abuse Report. An email template to be used as a form for 
abuse reports.

When the settings are configured you can use the extension for collecting reviews and 
sending notifications. All the reviews are stored in the Reviews section on the backend.

Mail Log

To monitor the reviews and comments which customers leave to products and initiate 
relevant notifications on the status of the reviews, please go to Stores > Marketing > Mail
Log.
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 Review notifications are checked and sent every 5 minutes. Sending logs are cleaned 
 every 24 hours.
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This is where you may browse and send all available notifications from. The latter are 
collected in a table with the following columns:u

● Recipient Name;

● Recipient Email;

● Type of the Notification;

● Status;

● Created At;

● Scheduled For;

● Sent At;

● Action.

You may send or cancel notification individually or in bulk. To do so, pick up a notifcation 
and click the Select active link in the Action column and select an action:u Send Now or 
Cancel. Alternatively, you may click the Actions folding list to see the same list of 
actions.When Send Now is clicked a pop-up window will appear asking if you are sure 
about sending the email immediately.

Reviews Grid

The Reviews grid (Marketing > Advanced Reviews by Aheadworks > Reviews) allows 
you to track and manage all the reviews possessed by the extension.
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 The Advanced Reviews extension hides the native review menu (Marketing > 
 User Content > Reviews), still you can restore it by commenting down the following
 string in the <module_dir>/etc/adminhtml/menu.xml:u file:u

  <remove id="Magento_Review:u:ucatalog_reviews_ratings_reviews_all" >

  and making it look as follows:u

<!--<remove id="Magento_Review:u:ucatalog_reviews_ratings_reviews_all" >-->
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The grid consists of the following columns:u

● Created - Displays the date when the review was created;

● Status - A status of the review:u pending, approved, not approved;

● Summary - The main point of the review in brief;

● Nickname - A name of the author used for reviewing;

● Review Content - The review itself;

● Rating - An individual star rating of each review;

● Submitted From - A review source (website and store view or admin area) the 
review is submitted from;

● Author Type - A type of the person submitted the review:u administrators, guests, or
registered customers;

● Verified Buyer - A badge telling whether the buyer is acknowledged verified or not;

● Do you recommend this product? - The column tells whether the product is 
recommended by the customer or not;

● Product - A name of the product;

● SKU - Product SKU;

● Action - An active link that allows Magento admins to edit the review or go to the 
product.
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In addition to the Action column, the module also supports the mass-action functionality 
that allows admins to delete, change statuses, set verified buyer badges, and update 
recommendations of reviews massively with the 'Actions' box in the top left corner of the
grid.

New Reviews and Review Editing

Review Editing
Magento admins can edit and add new reviews right from the backend. The New Review 
and Edit Review pages are quite similar so let us take a look at the first one as an 
example. To reach to the page either click on the row of the chosen review in the Review 
grid, or click the Select active link in the correspondent Action cell.
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 Reviews on Product Pages

 We should also mention that the table with the same functionality and configuration 
 options is added by the extension to each product so Magento admins can manage reviews
 on product pages as well.
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The New Review page comprises the following configuration options:u

● Product - edit the product under review;

● Author - the author of the review. Says "Guest" for reviews left by unregistered 
users;

● Email - email of the author;

● Created At - update the date of the review;

 

● Rating - edit the five-star rating, should it not correspond to the feel of the given 
review;

● Status - pending, approved or not approved;

● Submitted from - shows where the review was sent from:u email or store form;

● Nickname - the name used by the author for the review;

● Summary of Review - the main statement the review provides;

● Advantages - the pros of the product as according to the author;

● Disadvantages - the cons of the products as according to the author;

● Review - the text of the review;

● Do you recommend this product?  - The box has three options:u Not specified, Yes, 
No.

● Verified buyer - this is where you can set or check the status of the customer who 
submitted the review;

● Featured - this is where you can set the review "Featured" status to pin it to the top 
of the Reviews block on the frontend;
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In case if a future date is selected, the review will be published on that specified day in 
future. The actual moment of publication can be a bit later than the specified one due to 
the Magento Full Page Cache work. Admin can either wait until cache refreshes 
automatically or refresh it manually.

 Only five reviews can be assigned "Featured" status for a product. There is a counter next to 
 the Featured field for you to remember the number of left vacancies. If a customer needs to 
 modify the limit of featured reviews to display, it's necessary to change the following 
 constant:u

 \Aheadworks\AdvancedReviews\Ui\DataProvider\Review\Frontend\Product\Featured\
 ListingDataProvider::REVIEWS_COUNT
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● Votes Positive - browse edit the number of votes indicating usefulness of the 
review as decided by other customers;

● Votes Negative - browse edit the number of votes indicating unusefulness of the 
review as decided by other customers;

● Images - see the thumbnail of the image attached to the review, or add your own 
images.

Review Comments
Scroll down the New Edit Review page to reach to the Comments given to the chosen 
review. This is where you may browse comments given by other customers, approve or 
disapprove them, and furthermore, leave your own. The status of the comments can be 
edited individually to each comment or in bulk.

To approve or disapprove a comment, click the Select active link in the correspondent 
cell of the Action column, and select the action. Alternatively, pick up a comment with 
the check-box on the left and click the Actions folding list. Go for Change Status. This is 
where you can report abuse for the given comment too.

To add your comment proceed to the Admin Comment text box and type your 
comment into it.

To finalize changes to the review and comments click Save in the top right of the page.
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Other Functions

In addition to the functionality described above, the extension also provides some more 
benefits for store owners and development teams.

Saving Reviews Intact

In case a customer account is deleted, all the reviews provided by this customer become 
guest reviews. This way, you can simultaneously follow the GDPR requirements and keep 
using the reviews.

For an in-depth look visit Advanced Reviews demo store at the extension’s product page.

Feel free to contact our support team with any questions:u

Submit a help desk ticket

Call us:u

US:u +1 (646) 480 - 0154

UK:u +44 (20) 8133 - 0154
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 Magento Reports Incompatibility

 Advanced Reports 1.2.0 doesn't support the "Reviews by customer" and "Reviews by 
 products" native Magento reports. So, the information about the reviews submitted through 
 the Advanced Reviews extension is not displayed by them. In the future, we will consider 
 adding similar reports functionality into our extension. 

 Please contact us for more information:u
 https:u  ecommerce.aheadworks.com helpdesk customer 
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